League of Lasers
A superhuman sport using Motion Tracking
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ABSTRACT
League of Lasers is a motion-based game where two teams compete
in a mix between football and Pong [2]. Players use ‘virtual mirrors’
to try to guide a laser pulse towards the opponent team’s target.
The game aims at stimulating interaction between players by making cooperation a vital part of the gameplay, while having them
physically move near each other. The game tracks the physical
movement of players as the main control actions. A demonstration
trailer can be found here: https://goo.gl/v7mu6k
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INTRODUCTION

For that, it is playable for short periods of time and its gameplay
was designed as very easy to grasp. In addition, the game stimulates
players to communicate and collaborate with each other, combining strategic thinking with fast-paced physical movement, in an
Augmented Reality (AR) setting.
League of Lasers is a game that plays as a crossing of pong and
football; the game innovates by using players’ positions and orientation as real time input for the game. Players end up running,
shouting and quickly turning to play the game, in a similar way as
in Paintrix, another game where moving around swiftly is key [8].
This leads to a form of engagement that is more akin to a sport than
a video game. Moreover, the players’ interaction with the game
mechanics requires quite some augmentation of the real world,
hence giving it the feel of a superhuman sport.
Another game with a similar augmented character is BloxAR,
recently developed at TU Delft [3]. The goal is for each team to
replicate, within a set amount of time, a structure of virtual blocks
shown on a public screen. The team that finishes building first, wins.
Structure building is done with AR, using players’ smartphones.
This game is akin to League of Lasers in the sense that it is a
competitive team-based game, where reality is mixed with the
virtual world. Unlike League of Lasers however, BloxAR cannot be
considered a superhuman sport, since players basically stand still
during the game.

2

SUPERHUMAN SPORTS

Experience learns that, in many massive events, participants only
interact with a small group of, often already known, peers. League
of Lasers is a superhuman sport that was initially conceived as a
game to stimulate and improve casual interaction between strangers
during such events. Firstly, our game works as an "ice breaker", giving a good excuse for people to address and interact with each other.

Let us first define what classifies a game as a superhuman sport.
According to [5]: “The field of superhuman sports combines competition and physical elements from traditional sports with technology to overcome the somatic and spatial limitations of our human
bodies”. The Superhuman Sports Society [9], defines superhuman
sports as activities that:
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(1) rely on technology for human augmentation to enhance a
human ability,
(2) involve physical fitness and skills and
(3) are played for fun, competition or health reasons.
There are two major ways to implement superhuman sports [5]:
(1) Enhancing players physical abilities (using exoskeletons for
example)

